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INTRODUCTION 
Let E" be an Euclidean space. An isometry of £" with an isolated fixed point xeE" 
is called a symmetry of E" at x. A family [s^, x e E'^} of symmetries on £" is called 
an s-structure on E". 
Let £" be an Euclidean space with orthogonal coordinate system. Then the sym-
metry at every point x = ( x \ ..., x") G E" may be written as 
(1) s,(j;) = x + 4 x ) ( v ~ x ) , yeE\ 
where A(x) is an orthogonal (n x n)-matrix, and / — A[x) is a nonsingular matrix. 
Following [1], an 5-structure {s^} on £" is said to be regular if it satisfies the rule 
(2) s^oSy = s^os^^, и = s^(y) 
for every two points x, у G E", 
i.e. 
(3) A{x) . A{y) = A{x + A{x) (y - x)) . A{x) . 
It follows by the regularity condition of an s-structure, that A(x) is an analytic func­
tion of X, [2]. 
An 5-structure {s^} on E" is said to be parallel if A(x) = const. From (3) it is easy 
to observe that each parallel 5-structure on £" is regular. 
Let E" be an Euclidean space and SQ an orthogonal transformation at the origin 
without fixed vectors. For each x e E", let t^ denote the translation such that ^^(0) = x. 
Then the family 
(4) s^ = t^oSoot;\ XG E" 
is a parallel regular s-structure. It is obvious that these families are the only parallel 
s-structure s on E". 
An interesting question is whether there are any non-parallel regular s-structures 
on Euclidean spaces. 
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о . Kowalski has proved that the spaces £^, E^, E"^ admit only parallel régulai-
s-structures, and he has found a class of non-parallel regular s-structures in E^. 
Those results have been obtained only as a random by product of the very complicated 
classification of all generalized symmetric Riemannian spaces of dimension n ^ 5 [4]. 
The purpose of this paper is to reprove the above results for £^, E"^ and to give 
the complete classification of all non-parallel regular s-structures in £^, using 
a different, direct method. The new method exploits some basic facts on generalized 
symmetric spaces but it is much simpler than the general method of classification 
given in [4]. 
Therefore, the first unknown case E^ seems to be also accessible by the new method. 
1. REGULAR 5-STRUCTURES AND THE GROUP OF TRANSVECTIONS 
OF (E\ {s,}) 
Let (£", {5̂ .}) be a regular 5-structure on E". Following [2], an automorphism 
of (£", {s^}) onto itself is a diffeomorphism ф : E" -^ E" such that 
(4) Ф(s.(y)) = ^ (̂.) Ф(у) 
for every x, у e E\ 
Obviously, all symmetries ŝ . of (E\ {s^}) are automorphisms. 
Let /(£") denote the group of all isometrics of £", T(£") the group of translations, 
and Aut (E", {5^}) the group of all automorphisms of the 5-structure (£", {5^}). 
Let К denote the group of transvections of {E\ {5̂ }̂) i.e. the group generated by 
automorphisms of the form 5̂  о 5~S x, у e E". The gioup i^ is a connected normal 
Lie subgroup of Aut (£", {s^}) acting transitively on E\ Also, X is a subgroup of 
/(£") (see [5]). 
If Ко denote an isotropy subgroup at о e E'\ then E" ^ KJKQ. 
Let Я be the Lie algebra of К and S\Q the Lie algebra of i^o- It is known [6] that 
there exists a subspace Ш с Я such that the following reductive decomposition holds: 
(5) Я = Яо e ш, 
(6) [Яо, Ш] с: Ш . 
The Lie algebra i(E") of the isometry group I(E'') has the basis {Xi, Xij], where Xi, X^j 
denote such vectors that the corresponding fundamental vector fields on £" are 
(7) X* = - ^ , Xl^ ^ J ± - ^ i ± . 
^ dx' ' dx' dx' 
In the sequel we shall identify Z^, Xij with Zf, Zfy, respectively. 
Lemma 1. The vector space Ш defined by (5) is generated by vectors Ai = Z,- + 
+ aYXj,i, i, k,l= 1, 2, ..., n, к < I 
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Proof. Let/ ' ' (£") denote the identity component of/(£"). Then £" ^ /+(£")/SO(n), 
where as usual, SO(n) denotes the subgroup of rotations of E" at the origin. Let n : 
: I^[E") -^ E" be the projection map i.e. 
n{g) = g{o), gEl^{E^). 
The Lie algebra so(n) of SO(n) is generated by vectors Xij, i < j , ij = 1, 2, ..., n. 
Let eEl'^{E") denote the identity element and n^^: Г^(/+(£")) -> To{E") the tangent 
map of the projection ж at e. By the conditions (7) we have 
Hence n^^{so{n)) = (0). 
The inclusion К c /"^(£") implies Я cz i(£") and Яо с: 5o(n). Now К acts transi­
tively on £" i.e. 
Vx e £" Зо' G X , g{0) = x . 
This means n : К -^ E" h onto and therefore я^^ : Я -> Го(£") maps also Я onto 
To(F'). But the equality тг^ДЯ) = (O) implies п^,{Ш) = To(£''). In other words, 
Я:5:е|9Л is a vector space isomorphism. Now To(£") = ((^/^x')o), so for every i = 
= 1, 2 , . . . , w there exists X^ e 5Ш such that n^^i^i) = (^/^x')o. Hence Z^ = ajZ^ + 
+ bYXj^i because Ш is a subspace of /(£"). Finally n^ei^i) = «Я^/^^Оо === {^ISx% 
implies a{ = ^j and this completes the proof. 
Theorem 1. / / the group of translations on the Euclidean space E"^ is a subgroup 
in the group of all automorphisms of the regular s-structure (£", {s^}), then the 
s-structure is parallel. 
Proof. Let t^ denote a translation of £" such that ^ДО) = x. If for each x e £", 
t^ E Aut (£", {s^}) then we have by (4): 
(9) t,{so{y)) = s,{t,{y)) , УЕЕ^. 
Therefore 5̂  = ^̂^ о 5o о t~^, which means that the s-structure (£", {s^]) is parallel. 
Theorem 2. / / a regular s-structure on the Euclidean space E" is parallel, then the 
group К of transvections of (E", {ŝ .}) coincides with the translation group T(JB"). 
Proof. Let 5 ,̂ X e £" be a family of parallel symmetries i.e. 
^x ~ ^x ° ^0 ° ^x "> X E Ь , 
wheie So is an orthogonal transformation at the origin without fixed vectors, and let t^ 
denote the translation with r̂ .(0) = x. It is easy to show that К is the group generated 
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by all automorphisms of the form SQ о s^'^, z e E\ Namely we have 
^x "^ ^y ~ ^x ° -̂ 0 о SQ о Sy = ySg о Sj^ J о ySQ о Sy j . 
Hence in case that the s-structure (£", {s^}) is parallel we have: 
•̂ 0 ° -̂ jc — ^0 ^ yx ° ^0 ° ^x ) — ^0 ° Vx ° -̂ 0 ° ^x I ~ {"^O ° л̂- ^ ^0 ) ° ^x 
It is known that the translation group is normal in the group of all isometrics on E'\ 
thus (s(, о r_̂  о 5o ^) is a translation, too. Hence the group К of transvections is gener­
ated by translations, and since К acts transitively on E" it must be the whole T(E"). 
2. REGULAR ^-STRUCTURES ON E^ AND E"^ 
Let (£", {5-̂ }) be a regular 5-structure on E\ In order to show that this structure 
is parallel it is sufficient to prove that the translation group T(E") is contained in the 
group of transvections K. 
In other words, it is sufficient to show that the subspace Ш defined in (5) is generated 
by the vectors X -̂. 
It follows from Lemma 1 that Ш is generated by vectors of the form: 
(10) A^ = Xi-^ afXj^i, UkJ = Ul.'^-.n, k<l. 
Furthei we show that for every legular s-structure {s^} on E^ and E^ we get in (10) 
aY = 0, i.e., that all regular s-structures on E^ and E'^ are parallel. 
Let us consider a symmetry SQ at the origin 0 e E"". By means of the formula 
(11) g-^SQoQoSQ^, geI{E"), 
this symmetry defines an automorphism of the group /(£") [2], [5], which induces 
an automorphism of the group К of transvections. This latter automorphism defines 
an automorphism a of the Lie algebra Я, with the following properties: 
(12) (т{Ш) = Ш , 
(13) Яо = Я'̂  c= {so{n)y 
where Я"" denotes the subalgebra of the fixed points of о on Я. 
We will also make use of the following properties of the Lie algebra of the trans-
vection group К [2] : 
(14) Я =Ш + [Ш,Ш], 
(15) Яо = proj [m, m]lso{n) . 
Here (15) means the projection of [9Л, Ш] into so(n) with respect to the decomposition 
ï(£") = r(£") e so{n) 
Theorem 3. The 3-dimensional Euclidean space E^ admits only parallel regular 
s-structures. 
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Proof. Let {.ŝ j be a regular s-structure on E^. Let us consider a symmetry SQ 
at the origin о e E^. In some orthogonal coordinate system it can be written in the 
form: 
(16) x^' = x^ cos Of — x^ sin a , 
x^' = x^ sin a + x^ cos a , 
x^' = - x ^ 
wheie a e (0, 2л;), a = const. Now by (7), (11) and (16) we have: 
(17) ^(^i) — ^i cos ^ ~ ^2 sill a , 
^(^2) = ^ 1 sin a + X2 cos a , 
a(X,) = -X,, 
ö"(-^12) = -^12 5 
сг(Х2з) = —^23 COS ОС — X12, ̂ п̂ a , 
(/(Х^з) = ^23 sin a — Xi3 cos a . 
In the case of E^, condition (10) implies that the subspace Ш is generated by the 
vectors : 
(18) A,=X, + a,X,2 + «2-^23 + ^3^13 > 
A2 = X2 + Ъ^Х^2 + ^2^23 + ^3^13 , 
Лъ = ^ 3 + C^X^2 + <̂ 2-̂ 23 + ^3^13 • 
where A ,̂ fo^, c,- are real numbers. Using the condition (12) we obtain: 
a^ = hi — Ci = 0 for a Ф 7̂1 + /cTc, 
and 
a^ = Ъ^= 0, ^2 = 03 , Ьз = - ^ 2 
CjL = c'2 = C3 = 0 for a = T̂c + /cTC. 
Hence in the case a = т̂с + k%, the subspace Ш has the following basis: 
^ 1 = X i + «2-^23 + ^ 3 ^ 1 3 , 
^ 2 — ^ 2 + ^ 3 ^ 2 3 ~ ^ 2 ^ 1 3 -> 
Since a ф /стс, we get (50(3))*^ = (Х^з), and clue to (13), Яо cz (Zi2)- Then we have 
the following two cases: 
1) Яо = (0); then Я = Ш and consequently [9Jl, Ш1] с Ш. Hence [Л^, Л2] = 
= ~{al + a3)Zi2e^J^^. so 02 = ^3 = 0. 
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2) S\o Ф (0); then we have Яо = (X,2) and by (6), [J^i2. ^ i ] e Ш. But the form of 
the bracket 
[Xi2, ^ i ] = X2 ~ «3^23 + /̂2-̂ 13 implies [X12, ^1] = 4̂2 
and finally a 2 = «3 = 0. 
It follows that, in both cases, 
m = {x,,X2,x,). 
Hence we have proved that the translation group is contained in the grpup of trans-
vections. It follows by theorem 1 that E^ admits only parallel regular 5-structures. 
Theorem 4. The Euclidean space E"^ admits only parallel regular s-structures. 
Proof. Let {5 }̂ be a regular 5-structure on E"^. Then there exists an orthogonal 
coordinate system in E^ in which the symmetry SQ can be written in the form 
(19) 5o: x^' = x^ cos a — x^ sin a , 
ĉ  sin a + x^ с 
x^' = x^ COS ^ — x"" sin ^ , 
x"̂ ' = x^ sin ß + x"^ cos ß , a Ф 2kn , ß ф 2кк 
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The vectors {^;, ^ J form a basis of the algebra (50(4))''. Now the symmetry SQ 
induces an automorphism G of the algebra Я"". By (20) —(23) we then have: 
(24) (7(Z) = e - ^ " Z , (T{Z) =e^^Z, 
(T{W) = Q-'^W, (j{W) = t'^W, 
a{A,) = e-^^^ + ̂ ^^i , a{Ä,) = t'^'^^^Ä, , 
(T(^2) = e-(^-^>^, , (7(Л,) = е^(«-^>Л, , 
о-(Лз) = Лз , а{А^) = А^ . 
According to (10) the subspace Ш"" is generated by the vectors: 
(25) Ä=Z + Y «И. + Z Ь,Л , 
/с = 1 /с = 1 
в = Ä, 
fc=i fc=i 
D = С, 
where a ,̂ Ь,-, с,-, di are complex numbers. Making use of the condition (т{Ш) = Ш 
we obtain 
(26) «1 = «4 = (̂ 3 = «4 = 0 , 
Cĵ  = C3 = C4 = и , 
^2 = 0 
and also we obtain the following implications: 
(27) 2a + ß =¥ 2кк => b^ = 0 , 
2a - ß Ф 2ln => b2 = 0, 
a 4- 2/:? Ф 2?Î7U => J^ = 0 , 
(X — 2ß Ф Irmi => C2 = 0 J 
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where к, /, m, n are integers. If ail of the conditions (27) are satisfied, then we have 
Ш' = (Z, Z, W, W). 
Let us restrict ourselves for a while to the conditions (26); then for the subspace Ш^ 
we obtain the following generators: 
(28) A = Z + b,Ä, + b2Ä2 , 
В = Ä , 
С = W+ С2Л2 + (hA, 
D = С . 
Now, we apply the conditions (13) and (15) in the complexified form i.e. 
(29) S^o = [proj [ШГ, mqi{so{4)y] c= {so%4)y . 
By (23) and (28) we have: 
(30) [Л, Б] = ~i{b,B, + Ь,Ь,) A, - i{b,b, - b,5,) ^4 , 
[C, i)] = - i ( J i 3 i + C2C2)A^ - i{didi - C2C2) A^ , 
[Л, C] = -Z?iB - d^D + {b^b^ + d^d^)A^ + b^b2A2 + ^/^"2^2 ~ 
- ib2C2Ä^ + \b2C2A^ , 
[Л, 2)] = - 62^ - r^C + 5iZ72^i + d^C2A^ + (62^2 + ^2^2)^2 -
— ib^d^A^, — ib^dyA^ , 
[B, D] = ÏA;C] , 
[в, с] = [A, D] . 
Now it is easy to show that at least two of the conditions (27) must be satisfied. 
Hence the following cases may still occur: 
1) 2(x + ß = 2кк implies a + 2ß Ф 2пк ^ d^ = 0 , 
2oc - ß = 2In a - 2^ Ф 2лгк => C2 = 0, 
a + ß =¥ 2sK =^ a(Ai) Ф A^ , 
a - ^ Ф 2рк => ö-(^2) + ^2 • 
Then by (29) and (30) we obtain b^ = ^2 = 0. 
2) 2a -{- ß = 2kn implies 2a - ß ^ 21K => b2 = 0 , 
ОС + 2ß = 2пк a -2ß ^ 2тк => C2 = О, 
a + ^ Ф 2571 => G{A^) Ф ^1 . 
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Then by (29) and (30) we obtain b^ = d^ = 0, 
3) la — ß = 21K impHes 2a + Д ф 2/с7г => bi == О , 
a — 2^ = Imn a + 2ß Ф 2пя => (ii = О 
a - ß ^ 2рп=> (г{Л2) ф ^2 . 
Then by (29) and (30) we obtain bj = C2 = 0. 
4) 2a + ^ = 2/c7i impHes 2a — ^ Ф 2ln => bz = 0 
OL - 2ß = 2mn a + 2^ Ф 2nn => J i = 0 , 
a + /? Ф 2s7i =>ör(^i) Ф ^ j , 
Qj __ ^ Ф 2p7t => ö-(^2) Ф ^2 . 
Then by (29) and (30) we obtain b^ = C2 = 0. The remaining cases 
5) OL + 2ß — 2nn , 
OL — 2ß = 2тк, 
6) 2(х- ß = 2/7Г, 
(/ Л- 2ß = 2пк, 
are similar to 1) and 4), respectively. 
The cases where only one equality holds can be treated analogously to the cases 
where two equalities hold. (Using conditions (29) and (30) we get again 
bi = b2 = C2 = d^ = 0 .) 
Consequently, we obtain in each case 
ШГ = (Z, Z, W, W). 
Hence we have proved that the translation group is contained in the gfoup of trans-
vections. 
By theorem 1 it follows that E"^ admits only parallel regular s-structures. 
3. REGULAR ^-STRUCTURES ON E^ 
Theorem 5. The Euclidean space E^ admits non-parallel s-structures. Each non-
parallel regular s-structure {s^} on E^ can be described in the following way: 
there is a system of orthogonal coordinates (xS ..., x^) in E^ such that, with respect 
to the complex coordinates z = x^ + ix^, w = x^ + ix"*" and the real coordinates 
t = x^, the transvection group К is given by 

















^Hïi each symmetry s ,̂ x = (ZQ, WQ, fo) ^ '̂̂  ^'^^^^ ^̂ ^̂  form: 
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Here Q > 0 and a e (0, 2я), a Ф я, ar^ rea/ parameters. 
Proof. Put 
(31) £^(x\ x\ x\ x\ x') = C\z, w) X R\t) , 
z = x^ + ix^ , w = x^ + ix'* , r = x'̂  , 
and let {5^} be a regular 5-structure on E^. There exists an orthogonal coordinate 
system in E^ in which the symmetry SQ at the origin о e E^ has the form 
(32) z' == ZQ''' , w' = we'^ , r' = - r , a Ф 2кк , /? Ф 2/с7т:. 
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Again, the symmetry SQ induces an automorphism о of Sx"", and from (31), (32) and 
(33) we have: 
(34) 7{Z) = e - ' "Z , a{W) = e-'^W, (T(T) = - T , 
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a{A,) = -е 'Мз , ^/l^) = -^-'»А^ , 
(r{As) = ^ 5 > «^(-^б) = ^ 6 • 
According to (10), the subspace ЗЛ" is generated by: 
(35) ^ = Z + X p,/ii + E ^ И , , 
A' = I к = 1 
Б = Л, 
fc = I fc = 1 
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£ = Г + ^ «/t̂ fc + E M f r , 
fc = 1 /c = 1 
where pi, qi, r ,̂ 5„ «̂  are complex numbers. Using conditions a(pi) = Ш again we 
obtain 
(36) Pi = P2 = Рз = Ps = Рб = 0, 
^1 = f\ = rs = r^ = S2 = 0, 
^3 = ^4 = 0 , 
and the following implications: 
(37) (1) 2a + ß Ф2кп =>qi =0, 
(2) 2a -̂  /? Ф 2/я => /̂2 = 0 , 
(3) a + 2^ Ф 2nn => s^ = 0 , 
(4) a - 2^ Ф 2mn => /'2 = 0 , 
(5) a Ф 7̂1 + рт => ^3 = 0 , 
(6) /? Ф in + 7̂1 => 54 = 0 , 
(7) a + /? Ф (2s + 1) 7Г => ^4 == 53 = Ö1 = 0 , 
(8) a -̂  i5 Ф (2r + 1) я => ?̂4 = гз = «2 = 0 , 
where /c, /, m, n, p, r, 5 are integers. If all of the conditions (37) are satisfied, then 
air = (z, z, r̂, W, T). 
It is easy to see that one of the conditions (7) or (8) must be always satisfied. Hence 
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it suffices to consider the following cases: 
I a - /? = (2r 4- 1) 71, (X + ß ^ {2s + 1)к, 
II ос - ß ^ (2r + 1) 7Г, a + /? - (25 + 1) я , 
III OL- ß ^ (2r + 1) 71, a + i5 Ф (2s + 1) 71 . 
Ad I. Here 2a — Д ф 2/7c and a — 2^ Ф 2т7г, and the following three possibilities 
occur: 
1) 2a + /? Ф 2/C7I and a + 2j^ ф 2mi, 
2) 2a + Д = 2/cTc and a + 2/? ф 2/i7r, 
3) 2a + /i Ф 2/C71 and a + 2/? = 2/Î7I , 
Ad I, l) In this case, according to (35) —(37), we obtain for the subspace Ш^ the 
following basis: 
(38) Л = Z + j9^4 + ^Лз , В = Л , 
С = Ж + гЛз + 5^4, D = С , 
Е = Т -t aÄ2 + äÄ2 . 
/7, g, Г, 5, a — are arbitrary complex numbers. 
Now we make use of conditions (13) and (15) in the complex form again e.g. 
(39) % = [Proj [m^ mqi{so{5)y] c: ((5o(5))t . 
By (33) and (38) we have: 
(40) [A, B] = - 2pqAi + 2pqA^ - 2qq iA^ + 2pp ÏA^ , 
[С, D] = 2rsA^ - 2srÄi + 2rr ÏA^ - 2ss \A^ , 
[Л, C] = — 2prAi + 2^5^! + 2qriA^ + 2ps i^^ , 
[Л, D] = [p-f)E- a{p ~f)A2 + \_2{qs - pr) - ä(|? - r)] Л^ , 
[Л, £ ] = - 2gß - (â + 2/?) С + [2^^7 + r{ä + 2p) + ap'\ A^ + 
+ [2^p + s{ä + 2/?) - aq\ Â^ , 
[C, £ ] - {a- 2r) A - 25/) + [_-q{a - 2r) + 2rs + as] Â^ + 
+ [_~P{^ ~" 2r) + 255 — âr] л4 , 
[в, D] = [Л, С], [В, С] = [Л, /)], [Б, £] = [Л, £], [D, Е] = [С, £] 
Obviously, in our case (I, 1) 
a Ф 71, /? Ф я and a — ^ ф 2кк , 
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hence by (34) 
(7(^2) Ф Ä2 , a{A^) Ф Л3 , a{A^) ф A^ . 
Moreover, two following possibilities occur: 
(i) a + /? Ф 2kn => a{Ai) Ф A^ , 
(ii) a -\- ß = 2kn=> (T{AI) = A^ , 
By (39) and (40) we get: 
(41) a{p--r) = 0, 
2(qs - pr) - â(p ~ f) = 0 , 
2qq + r(ä + 2p) + ар = 0 , 
2pq + s(ä + 2p) ~ aq = 0 , 
q{a — 2r) — 2rs — äs = 0 , 
p(a ~ 2r) ~ 2ss -i- är = 0 , if a + ß = 2кк . 
If a + ^ ф 2kn, then we have the following additional equalities: 
(42) Pq = ^^ rs = 0, pr = 0, qs = 0. 
First equation in (41) gives 
a = 0 or p = r . 
First of all, let us consider the possibihty 0 = 0. 
In the case (I, 1, i), the conditions (41) and (42) give rise to ^ = 0, s = 0 and 
pr = 0, i.e., either p = 0, or r = 0. 
1° Let p = 0 then Ш"" is generated by: 
(43) A = Z, В =: Z, 
С = W+ rA^ , Z) = Ж + гЛз , 
E = T. 
Then by (40) we have: 
[A, B] = 0 , [C, D] = 2rr lAs , [Л, C] = 0 , 
[Л, D] = -rE, [A, E] = 0 , [C, E] = -2rA . 
The conditions (6), (13) and (15) in the complex form give the inclusion: 
(44) [proj [Ш', mqi{so{n)y, дЖ] с Ш' . 
Applying (44) in our case (I, 1, i, 1°) we have: 
[[C^D^C] = -2г^гА^еШ'. 
Hence г = О, too, and ШГ = (Z, Z, W, W, Г). 
2^ For r = 0, the subspace ШГ is generated by: 
(45) A = Z + pA^, В = Z + pA^, С = W, D = W, E = T. 
Then we get by (40): 
[A, B] = 2pp iA, , [C , i ) ] = 0 , [ л , С ] - 0 , 
[Л, D] = ;7£, [ Л , £ ] = -2 /7С, [C, £ ] = О . 
Condition (44) implies 
[[Л, Б] , A] = 2772 /̂̂ 4 G ШГ . 
Hence i? = 0, too, and Ш' = (Z, Z, W, W, T). 
In the second case (I, 1, ii), conditions (41) give: 
rank p q -s -p 
s r r a 
1 . 
Suppose J7 Ф 0, then we have q = -gp, r = ggp, s = gp where ^ - is complex 
number. 
Then for the subspace Ш"" we obtain the following basis: 
Л = Z + pA^. - gpA^ , В = Ä , 
С = W -- ggpA^ + gpÄ^,, D = С , 
E = T. 
By (40) we obtain 
[A, B] = 2pp{gA^ - gl^ ~- gg \A^ + i^^) , 
[ C , / ) ] = -gglA^B-]^ 
\_A,C]= о [ Л , В ] , 
[Л, D\ = р{1 + дд)Т, 
[A, E] = 2р{дВ - С), 
[С, £ ] = 2^^(^Л - D). 
and using (44) we have: 
[A, [A, Bj] = 2pp{-ggA + gD + p{l - gg) A^ - 2p^(l + gg) Л3 e Ш' 
which finally gives p = 0, a contradiction. Hence we have by (41) s = ^ = 0, г = an 
arbitrary complex number, and this possibility has been already discussed previously 
(cf. (43)). 
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It remains the second possibility p = r. In this case (independently of conditions 
(42)), (41) implies 
p = ^ = 5 = r = 0 , a = a n arbitrary complex number . 
Hence, in this case we get the following basis for the subspace ШГ: 
(46) A = Z, В = Z, С = W, D = W, 
E = T + аЛ2 + äA2 . 
By (40) we have: 
[A,B]=0, [A,C] = 0, [A,D] = 0, [A,E] = -aW, 
[Б, C] = 0 , [B, D] = 0 , [B, E] = aW, [C,D] = 0 , 
[C, £ ] - ciZ , [D, E'] = aZ, 
We have obtained a 5-dimensional Lie algebra which is essentially distined from the 
Lie algebra of the group of translations. This implies together with Theorem 2 that 
the Euclidean space E^ admits non-parallel regular 5-structure. 
Ad I, 2) In this case the following additional conditions must be fulfilled: 
a Ф ^K -}- pn , ß Ф ^71 -\- qn , ОС -\- ß Ф 2кк , 
a ф 7Г, ß Ф n , 
According to (35) —(37) we then obtain for the subspace Ш"" the following basis: 
A = Z -{• pA^ + qÄi , В = Ä, 
С == W+ гА^, D = С, 
E = Т + aA2 + äÄ2 . 
From the condition (39) (similarly to the case (I, 1)) we get p = q = r = 0, a = an 
arbitrary complex number. Hence we obtain again the algebra (46). 
Ad I, 3) It reduces to case (I, 2). 
Ad II. Here 2a + ß ф 2kn and a -b 2̂ 5 Ф 21K, and another three possibilities 
can appear 
1) 2a - ^ Ф 2ln and a - 2^ Ф 2mn , 
2) 2(x ~ ß = 21K and oc - 2ß Ф 2тк, 
3) 2ix — ß = 21к and ot — 2ß = 2тк . 
Ad II, 1) In this case we get for Ш"" the following basis: 
(47) A = Z Ф pÄ^ + ql^, В = Ä, 
С = Ж + гЛз + s^4 , D = с , 
E = Т + aA^ + ciÄ^ , 
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p, q, r, s, a — are arbitrary complex numbers. By (33) we have: 
(48) [Ä, B] = -гМЛг + 2pqÄ2 ~ 2pp iA^ - Iqq 'lA^ , 
[C, D\ = —IrsAj + 2rsA2 — Irf'xA^ ~ l%s\A^ , 
\A, D] = —lrqA2 + 2p5^2 — Ipf'xA^ — Iql'xA^ , 
[Л, C] = iq- r) E - a{q - T) A, Л- [2(p5 - qr) - ä(q ~ r)] A, , 
[A, E] = -2pB - {ci + 2q)D Л- \2pp + (̂ 7 + 2q) r + aq^ A^ + 
+ \2pq Л- {â Л- 2q)s - ар'] A^ , 
[С, £ ] = {ä - 2r) В - 2sD + [~p{ci - 2r) + 2sr + as] A^ + 
+ l^ — q{ä — 2r) + 2ss — ar] A^ . 
Similarly as in the case (I, 1), we obtain by (39), (44) and (48): 
(49) p = q = r = s = 0, 
a — an arbitrary complex number . 
Hence, the basis of 93Г has the following form: 
(50) A = Z, B = Z, C=W, D=W, 
E = T + aAi + aA^ . 
It is easy to check that this is a 5-dimensional Lie algebra, which is isomorphic to 
algebra (46). 
The remaining cases (II, 2) and (II, 3) are completely analogous to (I, 2) and (I, 3). 
Each of them implies conditions (49). 
Ad III. According to (35) and (37) the subspace 9Ж is generated by: 
(51) A = Z -h q^Ä, + ^2^2 + ^3^3 , В = Ä, 
С = W-h Г2А2 + 5 i l i + 54^4 ^ D = с 
E = T, 
Then we have by (33) and (51): 
(52) [A, B] = (^2^3 - ^3? i ) ^ 4 + (^1^3 - ^3^2) ^ 4 -
- (^1^1 + ^2^4 + 2^3^3)1^5 + (^1^1 + ^2^2)1^6 , 
[ C , D] = (54S1 - Г254) Л3 + (54Г2 - S^S^) Л3 + (Г2Г2 - Si5i) ÏA5 -
- (Г2Г2 + Si5i + 25454) lA^ , 
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[ л , с ] = - q^B - SiD + (^1^1 + 5j5i) ^ 1 + 2^354^1 + ^ i 5 2 ^ 2 + 
+ Sj^2^2 + ^1^3^3 - ^254^3 + 5154Л4 - дзГ214 -
[Л, / ) ] = - ^ 2 ^ - ^2<^ + ЧгЧх^! + 51Г2Л + (^2^2 + Г2Г2)А2 + 
+ 2 ^ з М 2 + ^2?3^3 - Чл'Ч^Ъ ~ ^3^1^4 + 54Г2^4 " 
- q^s^ i^5 - ^1^1 i ^ 6 . 
[ У 1 , £ ] = - 2^3^ + ^ЧъЧ!^! + 2^з?2^2 + '^ЧъЯъАъ , 
[С, É] = ~ Is^D + 254Г2Я2 + Is^s^A^ + 25454^4 • 
It is easy to check by means of conditions (34), (39) and (52) that each of the six 
possibihties (l) —(6) in (37) implies 
^1 = ^2 = ^3 = ''2 = 5i = S4 = 0 . 
Hence in the case III we have: 
Ш' = (Z, Z, Ж, W\ T). 
Now we shall determine a Lie group of transformations of £^, the Lie algebra of 
which is isomorphic to (46). 
For this purpose we find first the 1-parameter group of transformations cor-








z =zocos(7ja | )s + -—--WoSin(7|a|)5, 
w = Wocos(7|ö|)5 —- Zo sin (Vkl )^ ' 
t = IQ + s . 
Hence the 1-parameter group of transformations has the form: 
z' =^ z COS {^J\a\\s + -—-: w sin (Vhl) 5. 
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w' = —- z (sin ^\a\) s + w cos {^\a\) s , 
f = t + s . 
Therefore our 5-dimensional Lie group of transformations of £^ ^ С x R has 
the form: 
z' = z cos {^J\a\) to + ——: w sin (Vl^l) 0̂ + ^0 ' 
V|«| 
w' = J-' z sin (Vk | ) 0̂ + >̂  cos (Vl^l) 0̂ + >̂ o ' 
This is isomorphic to the matrix group 
a 





Introducing new coordinates (admissible in the space C^). 
z + ivv z — ivv 
Z , = : , W, = 
V2 V2 
where 
w = —-— w 
one can write our transformation group in the form 
z[ = z,t-'''' + z\ , 
w\ - w^e^ '̂« + w? , 
r' = f + Го , 
where Я = ЛУ|О|-
The symmetry SQ looks out as follows: 
A = Wie' ' , 
w\ = г^е'"", 





The family {̂^ о 5o о ^̂  ^ : g еК} is the regular non-parallel s-structure on E^ 
;^ C^ X R. 











gi(<x + 2Ato) Q 
0 0 
•i(a + 2Afo) o! 
0 
- 1 
U - 0̂ [ 
w — Wo 
у - ^0 1 
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